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Abstract
The bicentenary celebration of the death of Mozart in 1991 initiated various scholastic activities and musical performances all over the world. The Swiss Catholic priest and theologian, Hans Küng, presented a wonderful and inspiring lecture in tracing the Catholic origin of Mozart, which was engraved in Mozart’s heart even in the end encountering the harshness of struggle for survival. Commissioned by Marek Janowski in 1989 for the Mozart bicentenary, Messiaen revealed in the new composition that “[d]espite all his sorrows and sufferings, hunger, cold, incomprehension and closeness to death, Mozart never stopped smiling. His music smiles too. So I allowed myself, in all humility, to call my homage ‘A Smile’.” Messiaen solely composed *Un sourire* (*A Smile*), with no musical quotation of Mozart, as a personal tribute to Mozart’s cheerfulness through life of adversity. Even experiencing difficulties, struggles, and harshness in daily life, Mozart still cheered and smiled in his heart with his music. Based on Küng’s lecture, this paper gives a reflection of Mozart’s Catholic faith and identity, which become hints, though coincidentally, in Messiaen’s musical tribute. For examples, the simplicity of melody in the strings (without double basses) and the alternative formal structure are no doubt the musical symbols of Mozart. The colourful modes of limited transpositions and Messiaen’s beloved birdsongs are his personal smile at Mozart’s faith and joy. As an old man and a devout Catholic, Messiaen reveals his Catholic faith and eschatological hope of eternity, as much as homage to Mozart, through his musical timelessness and favourite colour-harmonies.
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